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APUSH students consider
other
alternatives
as
midterms are closing in.
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Chick-Fil-A line backs up
to the high school

M or al Degr adation
Yesterday, as I was walking
through Q-hall, I witnessed
something I hoped I would
never encounter. I nearly
vomited in my mouth, barely
able to contain my disgust. And
unfortunately, it seems that
this disgusting practice is
spreading around the school
and I cannot understand the
reasoning. This practice is of
course, holding hands before
marriage. After dedicating my
life to make sure this school
upholds moral decency, to
witness these acts makes me
sick. We live in a society. We are
not animals. I urge such
individuals to change their
ways, but it seems they are too
far gone. We must enforce a
policy against such morally
repugnant acts. I urge school
faculty and administrators to
do something about this before
it is too late. With each time

said policy is loosened, our
moral compass grows weaker
and weaker. We cannot allow

ourselves to be tempted by sin.
To those of you who perhaps
partake in holding hands
before lawful marriage, I have a
simple response. What has
brought you to such moral
failure? Are your parents
proud, and more importantly,
is the Lord? I urge you to stop
and consider what you are
doing. Think about it, is a brief

indulgence in your carnal
desires
worth
eternal
damnation? No, obviously not.
Don?t be foolish, consider what
you are doing and get it
together. However, they cannot
entirely be blamed for their
own failure to remain on the
righteous path. Part of the
blame must be placed on
those who encourage such
behavior by failing to condemn
it. Holding hands before
marriage IS immoral, and such
actions must be regulated and
banned
by
the
school.
Otherwise, we cannot hope to
remain pure in the eyes of the
Lord. Students, faculty, lets
make a change and condemn
this
disgusting
practice.
-Your friendly neighborhood
behavior police, Julie Morrison
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DHS Teacher forced to
retire after students yells
"Ok Boomer " at them

Shower
Thoughts
The object of golf is to
play the least amount of
golf
-My wizard cat
Any complaints regarding content
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Number of days left in
November. Keep fighting!

-By Jackson Delariman

Facebook: DHSFlipside

Want to join or contribute to the Flipside? Join the Facebook group at facebook.com/groups/flipside20

I nfogr aphic

Weekly Chir ps:
We chirp the USSR for not
lasting longer
We chirp the editors for not
producing more content
We chirp Aidan Morrison for
not starting his English
paper. It was due three days
ago.

Favor it e Com m u n ist Nat ion s:
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Hong Kong

Confederate
States

Let us pray for the
safety and liberty of
Hong Kong

Encased in clear
dome. Can pull on
the way to picking
up your lost ID

3

Alter nate
Univer se Update:

Israel
We know what you
are trying to do.

Girls wear clothes
during Halloween
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USSR

Highland Park

We miss you ;(

We are the
superior school.

Out of Context Quote of
the Week
"All the snow out there

This Week's Poll

couldn?t match the number of

We asked students, who's Joe?

snowflakes in here"

42%
-Enlightened AP Econ student
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Biden

68.99% Yanow
16% Cotton-Eye

92%

Mama

Th e M ak er space! Th ey
allow you t o m ake 3-D
19% Stalin
pr in t ed Soviet seals, so ya?
k n ow , if you ?r e in t o t h at
k in d of st u f f ...
Thank you to the students who willingly participated in this
week's poll.

Sudoku

Fill in the grid so each column, row, and 3x3
box has the numbers 1 through 9

LEVEL : Potatoes can't even do this

you guess the word or
Rebus Puzzles Can
phrase?
-By Ryan Jensen
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